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MSI VENTUS RTX 3060 Ti 2X NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 Ti 8 GB
GDDR6X

Brand : MSI Product family: VENTUS Product code: V505-084R

Product name : RTX 3060 Ti
VENTUS 2X

GeForce RTX 3060 Ti VENTUS 2X, PCIe 4.0, 1695 MHz, 4864 Units, 19 Gbps, 8GB GDDR6X, 256-bit,
200W., 235x124x42mm

MSI VENTUS RTX 3060 Ti 2X NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 Ti 8 GB GDDR6X:

VENTUS brings a performance-focused design that maintains the essentials to accomplish any task at
hand. Rocking a trusted dual fan arrangement laid into a rigid industrial design lets this sharp looking
graphics card fit into any build.

REINFORCING BACKPLATE
A clean-looking brushed-finish backplate reinforces the length of the card.

TAILORED PCB DESIGN
Not all circuit boards are created equal. A custom PCB Design provides greater reliability and beefed up
power circuitry for pushing the card to its limits.

Processor

CUDA *
Graphics processor family * NVIDIA
Graphics processor * GeForce RTX 3060 Ti
Processor frequency * 4864 MHz
Processor boost clock speed 1695 MHz
Maximum resolution * 7680 x 4320 pixels
Parallel processing technology
support * Not supported

Memory

Discrete graphics card memory * 8 GB
Graphics card memory type * GDDR6X
Memory bus * 265 bit
Data transfer rate 14 Gbit/s

Ports & interfaces

Interface type * PCI Express 4.0
HDMI ports quantity * 1
HDMI version 2.1
DisplayPorts quantity * 3
DisplayPort version 1.4a

Performance

TV tuner integrated *
DirectX version * 12 Ultimate
OpenGL version * 4.6
Virtual Reality (VR) ready
HDCP
NVIDIA G-SYNC

Design

Cooling type * Active
Number of fans 2 fan(s)
Product colour Black

Power

Minimum system power supply * 600 W
Power consumption (typical) * 200 W

Weight & dimensions

Weight 685 g
Depth 124 mm
Height 42 mm
Width 235 mm

Packaging data

Package weight 1.04 kg
Package type Box
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